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Press Release!!!
Following the successful launch of Umbrella Training & Consulting at Sugar Reef last November, Ryan
Fox, is delighted to announce his inclusion on the management team for Nexus Revolution Ltd here in
the UK.
“Being part of Nexus’ management team fits well with my continued role as Managing Director of
Umbrella. The opportunity to grow both businesses in tandem will service the hair and beauty
industry more effectively. They compliment perfectly.” Ryan Fox, Managing Director, Umbrella
Training & Consulting
This marks the next phase in Ryan’s strategy for Umbrella. “I always recognised the need for the
services Nexus provide, which is why I desired working with them from the start. Having now
introduced these services to a number of salons myself has proved to me the power of the Nexus
methodologies, developed and tested over 12 years.”
“Ryan introduced me to the Nexus systems as a way of further improving my business. Since taking on
the services I’m much more organised and focused. Nexus has given me the tools to enable me to take
my business to the next level.”

Karine Jackson, BHA London Hairdresser of the Year.
Adoption of Nexus systems will assist Umbrella’s longer term goal to bring like minded salons together
for benchmarking and best practice sessions through the British Hairdressing Business Forum. “Lots
of interest in the Forum followed the launch but it quickly became clear many salons were not at a
stage with their management reporting to provide information at the touch of a button. We realised
what most needed first was the services provided by Nexus to address this.”
In the UK the Nexus Revolution management team includes: Wayne Kranz, Managing Director, Ryan
Fox and Mark Wilson, Business Development Managers.
“Attracting the calibre of Ryan and Mark to be a part of Nexus is testament to how evident the
strength our proven salon systems are in their potential to affect a positive impact on clients
businesses.” Wayne Kranz, Managing Director, Nexus Revolution Ltd
For further information on Umbrella training & consulting and Nexus Revolution please contact:
Ryan Fox
Telephone: 020 8656 5011 or 07912 355 945
E:mail: ryan@umbrellaconsulting.co.uk | ryan@nexusrevolution.co.uk
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